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This is an ambitious study that attempts to understand the microbial controls CO, COS
and NO soil-atmosphere gas exchange at different soil moisture contents. In addi-
tion the experiment benefits from investigating how the net carbonyl sulfide (COS) ex-
change varied between a range of soils from different land uses and biomes including
two desert, two tropical forest and a set of agricultural sites that had different pH and
S contents. They also included in the study an experiment to look at changes in the
microbial community composition of an agricultural soil when exposed to different COS
concentrations (50 and 1000ppt) and furthermore used a qpcr approach to look at
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some enzyme genes linked to C and N cycling.

As stated above reconciling these types of data to arrive at clear insights on microbial
function are a real challenge especially when one is trying to link interactions between
a set of different gas species. The communication of this challenge was not helped
by this paper as there was often a lack of clarity when explaining the conceptual logic
linking the metabolic reactions of the different species in the introduction or later in the
discussion. The content is not clearly presented and seems to jump from one idea
to another and/or another gas species. This made the manuscript quite hard to read
and sometimes I had to read paragraphs over and over to try to understand the link
between ideas or statements.

The paper would definitely benefit from a set of clear and informative conceptual draw-
ings that explain how these gases interact and the enzymes implicated. For example
re-reading the Conrad paper from 30 years ago! we see that these pathways can be
presented very clearly. Furthermore the authors need to state clearly what new in-
formation this study brings beyond that of Conrad or indeed many of the more recent
studies on COS soil-atmosphere exchange.

If I ask myself what new information this study brings beyond that of Conrad or in-
deed many of the more recent studies on COS and soil moisture such as Van Diest &
Kesselmeier, 2007 or Bunk et al., 2017. I think the new data is obviously the microbial
community analysis with the main result in a bar chart showing the response of bac-
terial and fungal groups to COS fumigation concentration. However, it is not only the
logic that is often hard to interpret but also the methodology. It is not clear how long
this fumigation experiment takes place for, how long were the soils incubated at these
COS concentrations and how long was the soil moisture experiment? It is also not
clear what level of replication occurred in each experiment. The authors need to state
clearly what replicates there are in each of the figures and show error bars on all plots.
The study should also be more quantitative when presenting the gas exchange analy-
sis for example they say the CO response is different at different COS concentrations
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across drying soils. Can they test this quantitatively with statistics?

It is also not really clear why the authors try to attribute microbial taxa trends from an
agricultural soil to the soil moisture response of a Finnish forest that did not form part
of the present gas exchange study nor was sampled for microbial community. I would
remove this graph and cut that discussion from the paper.

Finally it seemed that the authors want to demonstrate that other enzymes besides
that of carbonic anhydrase are responsible for the uptake of COS. However, this exper-
iment really was not designed to test this they did not partition the net fluxes of each
gas species nor did they measure the gene expression of CA alongside their other
candidate genes. They also never attempted to remove the influence of soil properties
and CA from their dataset to look at what unexplained signal was left and how this cor-
related with other candidate genes and or trace gas fluxes. I think these steps would
have all been necessary to test this hypothesis, however with the current study their
results do not support any of these hypotheses.

Minor points

Line 61 upland is a bit specific here I would change to oxic

Line 65 I think Ogee et al. 2016 go quite far in explaining COS uptake but rather pointed
out production was somewhat unclear.

Line 71 I am not sure there is quantitative evidence to support this statement yet.

Line 76 I don’t think Bunk et al 2017 showed this.

Line 99 You say elevated CO2 would inhibit rubisco but not CA however there are
many studies that microbes grown in elevated CO2 down regulate CA activity and in
fact microbes with CA knocked out cannot survive in low CO2 but can in high CO2. You
should read and cite some of these studies.

Line 122 The Bunk experiments did not estimate or measure CA activity so at least
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point out that the role of CA was putative.

Line 220-224 this is really not clear

Line 236 remove this citation Line 237 should this not be msoil(ti)?

Line 258 from how many soil replicates?

Line 273-274 this is super vague and confusing

Line 290-297 is repetition should be removed

Line 363 A3 is still producing too

Line 382 don’t you mean A2 here?

Line 389-392 repetition again

Section 3.2 title not helpful with A2 not sure about the replication, timescale of exper-
iments and why you expect to see a difference over such a short temporal and conc
change? Also are the other basidiomycetes not also sig. diff?

Line 417-420 Not sure what this means or is if it is supported by the data.

Line 439-441 this seems like the most interesting and novel result

Line 452-454 repetition of results

Line 469 ambiguous

Line 474 what evidence do you have for this statement?

Line 475 I think it is possible to model the moisture response of consumption quite well
see Ogee et al., 2016

Line 494-496 this statement is not supported by the results as net flux was not parti-
tioned

Line 503 not sure of the relevance of this statement
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Line 504-507 I am not sure I would jump so quickly to this explanation when it is clear
soil texture has a strong control on the soil moisture response of COS

Line 516 onwards this does not make much sense

Line 608 cannot find this ref cite Kaisermann et al 2018 and Melillo & Steudler, 1989
instead

Text on graphs too small, the combination of red and green symbols/bars is not colour-
blind friendly and also green on green symbols and lines is impossible to read too. Fig
5b should have another panel.

Referring to A, F or D is also inconsiderate to the reader I don’t want to have to mem-
orise labels to read a paper.

In addition the table describing the soils gives very little detail about the soil charac-
teristics necessary to understand the main drivers of the moisture response such as
texture and bulk density.

I would get rid of fig 6 and 7
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